
The single most-remarkable aspect of the Bible, attributable entirely to the work of
God’s Holy Spirit, is that despite the Bible’s large number of authors writing over as
much as fifteen-hundred years, the Bible nonetheless tells the integrated story of our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. At times, Jesus’s presence in the described events is
obvious, such as in the four gospel books describing directly, in abundant and
marvelous detail, his earthly ministry. Other times, though, the Bible’s books and
passages do not make clear to all readers that they refer to the Lord Jesus. The
Bible’s first thirty-nine books, comprising the Hebrew Bible, certainly refer at times
to the coming Christ or Messiah, Son of David, and Son of Man, all titles the New
Testament would recognize as referring explicitly to Jesus. Yet the reader must
acquire some familiarity even to recognize those references, not to mention other
messianic signifiers.

The modern reader unfamiliar with the Hebrew Bible’s Jewish culture and religion
would miss those signifiers, even when Jews, well-read Christians, and other
informed readers generally would not. The challenge of seeing Christ in every book
of the Bible grows even greater when one considers how often the Bible uses
figures, types, symbols, and imagery of Christ. Not every lion in the Bible
symbolizes Christ, but some lion features or references plainly do, as tradition
affords those references and trained readers generally accept the authors’ intentions.
The same is true with other figures and imagery, that sometimes they do signify a
reference to the Lord Jesus while other times they may not. And certainly, scholars
can disagree about the number and location of such references. A sound approach,
then, is to accept the aid of informed sources when trying to discern but also to seek
the Spirit’s guidance. God is sovereign. He may give different revelations to
different readers at different times.


